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Abstract 
We provide a simple direct proof that for a finitary signature and a set of inequalities the 
free algebra functor on the category of directed complete partial orders (dcpo’s) takes continu- 
ous, respectively algebraic, dcpo’s to free algebras whose underlying dcpo is again continuous, 
respectively algebraic. 
0. In~oduction 
Consider a finitary signature C and a set E of pairs from the corresponding term 
algebra. Already Nelson [4] has shown that one can do universal algebra over the cat- 
egory dcpo of directed complete partial orders (dcpo’s for short) with Scott-continuous 
functions (these preserve the order and directed suprema) just like over the category 
of sets and functions. Let dcpo{C, E} denote the category with objects the (Z, E)- 
algebras over dcpo’s (i.e., dcpo’s equipped with Scott-continuous C-operations subject 
to the pairs of E interpreted as inequalities), and with arrows the Scott-continuous 
C-homomorphisms. Not only does the obvious forgetful functor dcpo(C,E) -% dcpo 
have a left adjoint dcpo -% de&C, E), which follows from a routine application of 
Freyd’s general adjoint functor theorem (GAFT), but according to Abramsky and 
Jung [l, Section 6.11 this adjunction even restricts to cmt(Z,E) F’, cant as well as 
to aZg(C,E) it aZg, where the (underlying) objects are continuous domains, resp., al- 
gebraic domains, and the morphisms are Scott continuous. In these latter two 
eases, GAFT is not applicable, since the categories in question fail to be 
complete. 
The proof given by Abramsky and Jung involves an explicit construction of a base 
for the dcpo that underlies the free (C, E)-algebra over a continuous domain. Here we 
present a much simpler categorical proof of this result, which also shows very clearly 
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that the C-operations of the free algebras over continuous domains are not only Scott 
continuous, but even preserve the way-below relation, and hence compactness. 
1. The bare essentials about dcpo’s 
For every poset X = (X, C) the directed lower segments ordered by inclusion form 
the ideal completion TX. The Yoneda embedding X % TX maps x EX to the prin- 
cipal ideal Ix = Ix(x) = {y EX 1 y Lx}. If (X, C) f, (Y, C) is monotone, define Tf by 
mapping a directed lower segment of X to the down-closure of its f-direct image 
in ?Y. Clearly, Tf preserves (arbitrary) unions. Thus we obtain an endofunctor T on 
the category ord of posets and monotone functions. This endofimctor also preserves 
the extra structure present in ord 
Lemma 1.1. Whenever two monotone functions f,g from d to 93 satisfy f Cg in 
the point-wise order, then Tf L Tg, where the order is given by point-wise inclusion. 
Proof. Just observe that any lower segment is a union of principal ideals, and that the 
functions Tf and Tg preserve unions. 0 
A poset X is a dcpo if all directed lower segments (and hence all directed subsets) 
have a supremum. In categorical terms, this is equivalent to the existence of a monotone 
function TX % X that is left adjoint right inverse to the Yoneda embedding _l,$. A 
monotone map X f, 97 between dcpo’s is Scott-continuous if it preserves all directed 
suprema, i.e., if f o sup, = sup, o Tf. While 1,% usually is not Scott-continuous, sup,% 
always is. Clearly, dcpo’s and Scott-continuous maps form a category dcpo that is well- 
known to be complete; limits are formed as in ord. Since directed unions of directed 
sets are again directed, not only is TX a dcpo for any poset X, but Tf is Scott- 
continuous for every monotone f. Hence we may restrict T to an endofimctor on dcpo. 
Lemma 1.2. The functor dcpo 5 dcpo preserves finite products. 
Proof. The empty product is trivially preserved. Now consider dcpo’s & = (A, C) and 
93 = (B, C). If D is a directed lower segment of d x 9? that projects onto A’ 2 A 
and B’ C B, for any a’ E A’ and b’ E B’ there exist b E B and a E A with (a’, b) ED and 
(a, b’) ED. Since D is directed, there exists an upper bound (a”, b”) for (a’, b) and 
(a, LJ’), which in particular satisfies (a’, b’) L (a”, b”). Hence (a’, b’) E D, which implies 
D=A’xB’. 17 
Lemma 1.3. For any (C,E)-algebra JZ? we can impose on the ideal completion of 
Uzl the structure of an (C,E)-algebra rendering the supremum map on U&I a C- 
homomorphism. This can be done functorially, and the resulting endofunctor ?; on 
dcpo(Z, E) satisjes TU = UT. 
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Proof. Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 imply that for any & in dcpo(C,E) the T-images of the 
C-operations on U& form the unique (C,E)-algebra structure on TLC%& that makes Jud 
into a (non-continuous) algebra homomo~hism. This immediately yields the desired 
endofimctor 7 on dcpo(C, E). The Scott-continuity of the Z-operations is equivalent to 
supUd being a C-homomorphism from TJZ! to &. 0 
2. Free algebras over continuous domains 
Given elements x and y of a dcpo X, we say that x is way-below y or approximates 
y iff any directed subset D of X with supremum above y contains an element above x. 
The set of self-approximating or ~ornpa~t elements is denoted by KX. In a continuous 
dcpo each element x has to be a directed supremum of elements way-below x. If every 
element is a supremum of compact elements, one speaks of an algebraic dcpo. The 
corresponding full subcategories of dcpo are called cant and alg, respectively. Both 
of these subcategories have finite products (built as in dcpo), but may fail to have 
equalizers and infinite products. 
It is well-known (cf., e.g., [2]) that a continuous dcpo X can be characterized by 
the fact that the supremum map TX sup, X has a left adjoint left inverse, the so-called 
way-below map X k TX. The way-below ideal i,(x) of x is the smallest directed 
lower segment with supremum x. The requirement that the way-below map be left 
adjoint is in fact redundant (cf., e.g., Kock 131, in a more general context): 
Proposition 2.1. A dcpo X is continuous $7 the supremum map sup, E dcpo(TX, X) 
has a Scott-continuous left inverse, i.e., a left-inverse in dcpo (rather than in ord). 
Proof. We only need to show that a Scott-continuous left inverse %‘z TX to sup, 
maps x EX to its way-below ideal. Consider DE TX with sup,D=x. Since w(d) 
has supremum d for any d ED, we have w(d) C I,(d). Therefore w(x), which by the 
Scott-continuity of w is the union of the w-direct image of D, is contained in D. Hence 
w(x) is indeed the smallest directed lower segment of X with supremum x. 0 
If a Scott-continuous function X $ 9 between continuous dcpo’s satisfies Tf o 
4% = & 0 .f (actually, Tf 0 4, C & 0 f su ffi ces, the other inclusion is always true), 
we call f way-below-preserving. In particular, such an f preserves compactness. 
We now come to our main results. Recall the adjunction between dcpo(Z,E) -% dcpo 
and dcpo 5 dcpo{C, E), and let n be the corresponding (pointwise Scott-continuous) 
unit. 
Theorem 2.2. For every continuous domain X the dcpo UFX is continuous and the 
unit X 3 UFX as well as the C-operations of FX are way-below-preserving. 
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Proof. For a continuous domain X there exists a unique Scott-continuous Z-homomor- 
phism FX -% TFX so that the upper rectangle in the left of the following diagrams 
commutes: 
w 
X- UFX FX 
TX - UTFX = TUFX TFX 
The lower rectangle expresses the Scott-continuity of ns. Since TUFX supLF* UFX is 
a C-homomorphism from TFX to FX and supd o &.r = 13, the universal property of 
ns implies sup,, o Uks = 1 “,vx. Hence Ukz is the way-below map for UFX, and in 
particular ns is way-below-preserving. 
By Lemma 1.2 the way-below map on a finite product of continuous dcpo’s clearly 
is the product of the individual way-below maps. Since the way-below map for UFX 
lifts to a C-homomorphism from FX to TFX, it commutes with all C-operations of 
FX. Hence these are way-below-preserving. 0 
Corollary 2.3. For every algebraic domain X the dcpo UFX is algebraic. 
Proof. For algebraic X the nz-image of KX, by Theorem 2.2 contained in KUFX, 
generates a C-sub-algebra S of UFX. The C-operations on FX preserve compactness, 
so S consists of compact elements. Closing S under directed suprema in UFX by the 
Scott-continuity of the C-operations yields a sub-algebra S’ of UFX that is also a dcpo, 
i.e., there exists a (C, E)-algebra s with Us = S’. The restriction of rzs to a monotone 
function KX + S extends to a Scott-continuous function X $ 3 whose unique exten- 
sion FX $ 3 satisfies Uf-o n:x = f. Composing f with the Scott-continuous inclusion 
S’ c-) UFX from the right by construction yields n/t, so the universal property of the 
unit forces S’ of UFX to be right inverse to Uf-, and hence to be an isomorphism. 
Consequently, UFX is algebraic. 0 
Remark 2.4. The adjunction F -1 U can be restricted even further: let Cont be the 
non-full subcategory of cant with the same objects, but with way-below-preserving 
Scott-continuous functions, and let Cont(Z, E) be the category of (C, E)-algebras over 
continuous dcpo’s with way-below-preserving Scott-continuous C-operations and 
C-homomorphisms. Theorem 2.2 implies that F -I U induces an adjunction Cont(Z, E) 
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F? Cont. Similarly, in the algebraic case we may require the morphisms and the 
C-operations to preserve compactness, and we obtain an analogous adjunction. 
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